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I. Complete these sentences with the present perfect tense forms. 

1. The boy and his sister_______________ (plan) to go to their grandparents’ house. 

2. I___________________ (studied) in this school for two years. 

3. _______________you___________________ (speak) to Reena after she moved to France? 

4. Each one of those sandwiches_______________ (go) stale. 

5. Hrithik  _________________ (learn) German. 

6. They_________________ (select) our team to represent the school in the competition. 

A. Answer these questions using the present perfect tense. 

1. How long have you lived in this city? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Has Harish brought his guitar today? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Have you seen the latest action movie? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Have you returned the library book? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Has the team prepared well for the quiz competition? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Have you seen the Taj Mahal? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

B. Complete these sentences with the past perfect tense forms of the verbs given 

in the brackets. 

1. The rain destroyed all the crops that the farmer ___________ (plant). 

2. By the end of the summer vacation, we ___________ (read) all the books in the library. 



3. My grandmother _______________ (bake) a cake before she came to see us in Delhi. 

4. My sister _______________ just _______________ (cook) dinner when she realised that she had 

forgotten to add salt. 

5. If you _______________ (listen) to me and taken the umbrella, you wouldn’t have got wet in the 

rain. 

6. I wanted to take the children to the carnival. But they _______________already ______________ 

(leave) for the library. 

C. The list has a few words that are synonyms of the word journey or travel. 

Match the words with their meanings: 

1. safari  ( )       a. travelling to a lot of different countries 

2. navigation  ( )  b.  walk a long distance  especially over hills or through  

      forests 

3. trek ( )  c. to go to a place or person to spend time there 

4. visit ( ) d. a journey on a ship for pleasure 

5. cruise ( ) e. expedition involving hunting or expedition 

6. globe-trotting ( ) f. Moving from one place to another by ship 

D. Fill in the different meanings of the heteronyms from the box. 

 

 

conduct   

polish   

object   

minute   

wound   

 

an injury    to lead  past tense of the verb ‘wind’   shine 

behavior   a thing to disagree or complain   very small 

60 seconds  from Poland 

 



E. Complete the sentences using the past perfect tenses of verbs of your own. 

1. When we entered the theatre the film___________________. 

2. She walked in after we___________________ the cake. 

3. The teacher___________________ the money a day before the picnic. 

4. I had to repair my cycle as my brother___________________ it. 

5. The chicks___________________ a few days ago and were running around. 

F. You have called your friend Nadia, to tell her about your brother’s wedding and 

to informally invite her. She was not at home, and you left a message with her 

sister. Write down the message. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
G. Write an email to your uncle, telling him about a science exhibition you have 

been to recently. Describe your favorite exhibits and how you felt watching 

them. 

                

                



                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

 


